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The Development of Climate Models
Focus Article wires.wiley.com/climatechange

The world in global climate models
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FIGURE 3 | Processes incorporated in generations of GCMs from the mid-1970s. Acronyms refer to the four assessment reports (AR) of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), released in 1990 (FAR), 1995 (SAR), 2001 (TAR), and 2007 (AR4). (Reprinted with permission
from Ref 38. Copyright 2007 Cambridge University Press.)

The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory
The US Weather Bureau created a General Circula-
tion Research Section under the direction of Joseph
Smagorinsky in 1955. In 1955–1956, as lab oper-
ations commenced, Smagorinsky collaborated with
von Neumann, Phillips, and Jule Charney to develop
a 2-level baroclinic model.49 In 1959, Smagorinsky
invited Syukuro Manabe of the Tokyo NWP Group to
join the laboratory and assigned him to GCM devel-
opment. By 1965, Smagorinsky, Manabe, and their
collaborators had completed a 9-level, hemispheric
GCM using the full set of primitive equations.50,51

From then on, GFDL treated the primitive-equation
GCM as a conceptual framework that also drove work
on simpler models, such as the RCMs discussed above,
which they then used to improve the GCM’s handling
of physical processes. Strict attention to developing
physical theory and numerical methods before seek-
ing verisimilitude became a hallmark of the GFDL
modeling approach32 (Edwards interviews).

Smagorinsky foresaw the need to couple ocean
circulation models to atmospheric GCMs to achieve
realistic climate simulations. In 1961 he brought
ocean modeler Kirk Bryan to GFDL.52 The first
GFDL coupled model used a highly simplified 1-layer
‘swamp’ ocean. However, the oceans have their
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ESM schematic (simple)

Focus Article wires.wiley.com/climatechange

one-dimensionally, by latitude bands or ‘zones’ (as
in Arrhenius’ 1896 model). EBMs can also be two-
dimensional, with both zonal and longitudinal or
‘meridional’ energy flows. A second type of mathemat-
ical climate model, the radiative–convective model,
focuses on vertical transfers of energy in the atmo-
sphere. Such models typically simulate the atmo-
sphere’s temperature profile in either one dimension
(vertical) or two (vertical and meridional). When
Callendar revived the carbon dioxide theory of cli-
mate change in 1938 (following new, more sensitive
measurements that disproved Ångström’s argument),
he used a one-dimensional radiative model that
divided the atmosphere into twelve vertical layers.22 A
third type is the two-dimensional statistical–dynami-
cal model, employed primarily to study the circulatory
cells; in these models the dimensions are vertical and
meridional.23,24

These three categories of models play key roles in
climate science.25 The simplest of them can be worked
out by hand. As their complexity increases, however,
it becomes increasingly difficult to solve the systems
of equations involved without a computer.

GENERAL CIRCULATION MODELS
In the early 20th century Vilhelm Bjerknes showed
how to compute large-scale weather dynamics using
what are now known as the ‘primitive equations’
of motion and state.26,27 These equations include
Newton’s laws of motion, the hydrodynamic state

equation, mass conservation, and the thermodynamic
energy equation. Bjerknes’s mathematical model
described how mass, momentum, energy, and mois-
ture are conserved in interactions among individual
parcels of air. However, Bjerknes’ equations did not
have closed-form solutions, and numerical techniques
capable of approximate solutions did not yet exist.

During World War I, Richardson developed
a numerical forecasting method based on Bjerknes’
equations, using a finite-difference grid.9,28 Due to
an error in the input observations, Richardson’s only
test of the method led to a surface pressure pre-
diction 150 times larger than the actual observed
change. Further, his methods were not sophisticated
enough to keep numerical instabilities from building
up as he iterated the calculations. These problems led
meteorologists to abandon numerical modeling for
the next two decades.29 Better mathematical methods
for minimizing numerical instabilities in massively
iterative calculations emerged only after the advent of
digital computers, becoming a central preoccupation
of weather and climate modeling from the 1940s into
the present.

Immediately after World War II, weather pre-
diction was among the first major applications of
digital computers, heavily supported by both military
agencies and civilian weather services.30 Early exper-
iments with computerized numerical weather predic-
tion (NWP) followed Richardson’s lead in employing
Cartesian grids (Figure 2) and finite-difference meth-
ods, computing vertical and horizontal mass and
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic representation of the Cartesian grid structure used in finite-difference GCMs. Graphic by Courtney Ritz and Trevor Burnham.
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CESM schematic (simple)

Courtesy Caitlin Alexander, ClimateSight
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CLM Modes: no BGC, BGC, Dynamic or Prescribed Vegetation, Urban, Crop, RTM 
CLM    DLNDLand Component

Data-LND: Multiple Forcing/Physics Modes  

CICE Modes: Fully Prognostic, Prescribed
CICE      DICE    Ice  Component

Data-ICE : Multiple Forcing/Physics Modes 

POP Modes:  Ecosystem, Fully-coupled, Ocean-only, Multiple Physics Options   
POP     DOCN-(SOM/DOM)Ocean Component

Data-OCN : Multiple Forcing/Physics Modes (SOM/DOM)

Coupler
Regridding, Merging, Calculation of ATM/OCN fluxes, conservation diagnostic

CAM Modes: Multiple Dycores, Physics, Chemistry Options, WACCM/WACCMX, 
single column
Data-ATM: Multiple Forcing/Physics Modes 

CAM     DATMAtmosphere Component

Land-Ice Component Glimmer-CISM

New Wave Component WW3     DWAV    

CESM schematic (less simple)
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Replicates the past quite well!
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CESM infrastructure
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CESM infrastructure
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CMIP5/IPCC AR5

“The Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change”

•1990 - First Assessment Report

•2013 - Fifth Assessment Report

•1995 - Second Assessment Report

•2001 - Third Assessment Report

•2007 - Fourth Assessment Report
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CMIP5 experimental design
The second large-scale coordination of climate modeling 
efforts, data analysis, data management and data 
dissemination by the global climate modeling community: 
20+ global coupled climate models from many modeling 
centers located around the world.
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CESM CMIP5 simulations
CMIP5 type Description #

piControl pre-industrial control 3

1% CO2 increase 1 percent per year CO2 2

historical Simulate 20th century climate and variations 20

historical variations Single forcing runs, etc. 30

paleoclimate Past climate (LGM, mid-Holocene, past 1000 years) 3

RCPs RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, 8.5 34

Decadal predictions Predictions (hindcast and forecast) 240

ESM Earth System Model (BGC, carbon cycle, &c) 2

Other Sensitivity and “idealized” Earths 6

Totals 340
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The NCAR CMIP5 model
“Community Earth System Model”, version 1

• Fully-coupled global climate model
• Different resolutions and components, depending on experiment

used for CMIP5used for CMIP5 under developmentunder development
2x1 1x1 0.5x1 0.25x0.1

atmosphereatmosphere

land surface

ocean

144x96x26 288x192x26 576x384x32 1152x768x32

(280 km x 200 km) (140 km x 100 km) (70 km x 50 km) (35 km x 25 km)

144x96x15 288x192x15 576x384x15 1152x768x15

384x320x60 384x320x60 384x320x60 3600x2400x60

sea ice 384x320 384x320 384x320 3600x2400
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CESM resolutions
FV 2° FV 1°

FV !° FV "°
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CESM output data arrangement

CMIP5 arrangement
t0 t1 t2 ... tmf
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CMIP5 variable counts
subdaily daily monthly annual totals

atmosphere

land surface

ocean

100 75 223 8 406

3 5 82 0 90

1 3 127 79 210

sea ice

totals

0 4 40 0 44

104 87 472 87 750
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CMIP5 data requirements

•  Specific model fields, unchanged as well as derived
•  From atmosphere, land surface, ocean and sea ice, 

aerosols, cloud feedbacks, and more
•  Monthly averages, daily and sub-daily, annual averages, 

climatologies
•  Single model field per netCDF-3 file, all time samples
•  File sizes must be ~2-5 GB (as practical)
•  Considerable amount of metadata required
•  Defined horizontal and vertical resolutions
•  Stringent data and metadata conventions, CF-compliant 

Rather detailed (167 page PDF), including:
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Metadata requirements

        float TS(time, lat, lon) ;
                TS:units = "K" ;
                TS:long_name = "Surface temperature (radiative)" ;
                TS:cell_method = "time: mean" ;

        float ts(time, lat, lon) ;
                ts:standard_name = "surface_temperature" ;
                ts:long_name = "Surface Temperature" ;
                ts:comment = "\"\"skin\"\" temperature (i.e., SST for open ocean)" ;
                ts:units = "K" ;
                ts:original_name = "TS" ;
                ts:cell_methods = "time: mean (interval: 30 days)" ;
                ts:cell_measures = "area: areacella" ;
                ts:history = "2011-07-22T00:05:32Z altered by CMOR: replaced missing value 
flag (-1e+32) with standard missing value (1e+20)." ;
                ts:missing_value = 1.e+20f ;
                ts:_FillValue = 1.e+20f ;
                ts:associated_files = "baseURL: http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/CMIP5/dataLocation 
gridspecFile: gridspec_atmos_fx_CCSM4_historical_r0i0p0.nc areacella: 
areacella_fx_CCSM4_historical_r0i0p0.nc" ;

Standard model output for specific variable

As required by CMIP5

Thursday, August 18, 2011
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Metadata requirements
  :Conventions = "CF-1.0" ;
  :source = "CAM" ;
  :case = "b40.20th.track1.1deg.006" ;
  :title = "UNSET" ;
  :logname = "mai" ;
  :host = "be0809en.ucar.ed" ;
  :Version = "$Name$" ;
  :revision_Id = "$Id$" ;
  :initial_file = "b40.1850.track1.1deg.006.cam2.i.0893-01-01-00000.nc" ;
  :topography_file = "/fis/cgd/cseg/csm/inputdata/atm/cam/topo/USGS-gtopo30_0.9x1.25_remap_c051027.nc" ;
  :nco_openmp_thread_number = 1 ;

Standard model global attributes

As required by CMIP5
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Metadata requirements
  :Conventions = "CF-1.0" ;
  :source = "CAM" ;
  :case = "b40.20th.track1.1deg.006" ;
  :title = "UNSET" ;
  :logname = "mai" ;
  :host = "be0809en.ucar.ed" ;
  :Version = "$Name$" ;
  :revision_Id = "$Id$" ;
  :initial_file = "b40.1850.track1.1deg.006.cam2.i.0893-01-01-00000.nc" ;
  :topography_file = "/fis/cgd/cseg/csm/inputdata/atm/cam/topo/USGS-gtopo30_0.9x1.25_remap_c051027.nc" ;
  :nco_openmp_thread_number = 1 ;

  :institution = "NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research) Boulder, CO, USA" ;
  :institute_id = "NCAR" ;
  :experiment_id = "historical" ;
  :source = "CCSM4 (repository tag: ccsm4_0_beta43 compset: B20TRCN)" ;
  :model_id = "CCSM4" ;
  :forcing = "Sl GHG Vl SS Ds SD BC MD OC Oz AA LU" ;
  :parent_experiment_id = "piControl" ;
  :parent_experiment_rip = "r1i1p1" ;
  :branch_time = 937. ;
  :contact = "cesm_data@ucar.edu" ;
  :references = "Gent P. R., et.al. 2011: The Community Climate System Model version 4. J. Climate, doi: 10.1175/2011JCLI4083.1" ;
  :initialization_method = 1 ;
  :physics_version = 1 ;
  :tracking_id = "d33ccf77-a73c-4f55-8f02-3a0734d51151" ;
  :acknowledgements = "The CESM project is supported by the National Science Foundation and the Office of Science (BER) of the U.S. Department of Energy.
\n",
          "NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.\n",
          "Computing resources were provided by the Climate Simulation Laboratory at the NCAR Computational and Information Systems Laboratory (CISL),\n",
          "sponsored by the National Science Foundation and other agencies." ;
  :resolution = "f09_g16 (0.9x1.25_gx1v6)" ;
  :forcing_note = "Additional information on the external forcings used in this experiment can be found at\n",
          "http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/CMIP5/forcing_information" ;
  :product = "output" ;
  :experiment = "historical" ;
  :frequency = "mon" ;
  :creation_date = "2011-07-22T00:05:32Z" ;
  :history = "2011-07-22T00:05:32Z CMOR rewrote data to comply with CF standards and CMIP5 requirements." ;
  :Conventions = "CF-1.4" ;
  :project_id = "CMIP5" ;
  :table_id = "Table Amon (27 April 2011) a5a1c518f52ae340313ba0aada03f862" ;
  :title = "CCSM4 model output prepared for CMIP5 historical" ;
  :parent_experiment = "pre-industrial control" ;
  :modeling_realm = "atmos" ;
  :realization = 1 ;
  :cmor_version = "2.7.1" ;

Standard model global attributes

As required by CMIP5
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All over the globe...

Modeling centers (24)
Gateways (9)
Nodes (14)
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The ESG federation

!
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METAFOR
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Data QC
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Data QC
QC Level 1 # QC Level 2 # QC Level 2 #

Description
CMOR2 and ESG 
publisher conformance 
checks

Data consistency checks
Double- and cross-checks of 
data and metadata and data 
publication as DataCite DOI

Data

preliminary; 
no user notification about 
changes;
performed for all data;
metadata may not be 
complete

no user notification about changes;
performed for CMIP5 requested 
metadata and data

published and persistent data 
with version and unique DOI as 
persistent identifier;
user notification about changes;
performed for replicated data

Access constrained to CMIP5 
modeling centers

constrained to non-commercial 
research and educational purposes

constrained to non-commercial 
research and educational 
purposes, or open for 
unrestricted use (as specified by 
the modeling centers)

Access 
Control

PCMDI on behalf of 
WMO/WGCM

PCMDI, BADC, WDCC/DKRZ core 
data archives on behalf of WMO/
WGCM

IPCC-DDC on behalf of TGICA

Citation no citation reference informal citation reference formal citation reference

Quality Flag "automated conformance 
checks passed" "subjective quality control passed"

"approved by author" 
(in case of newer DOI available: 
"approved by author, but 
suspended")
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Some useful URLs

CESM
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu

CMIP5
http://cmip.llnl.gov/cmip5
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